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Devil to Pay
In the newest Night Rebel novel, set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night
Huntress world, beautiful, daring vampire Veritas risks all to protect Ian… Some promises are meant to
be broken… Veritas spent most of her life as a vampire Law Guardian. Now, she’s about to break
every rule by secretly hunting down the dark souls that were freed in order to save Ian. But the risks are
high. For if she gets caught, she could lose her job. And catching the sinister creatures might cost Veritas
her own life. Some vows are forever… Ian’s memories might be fragmented, but this master vampire
isn’t about to be left behind by the woman who entranced him, bound herself to him, and then
disappeared. So what if demons, other Law Guardians, and dangerous, otherworldly forces stand against
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them? Come hell or high water, Ian intends to remind Veritas of the burning passion between them,
because she is the only person seared on his mind—and his soul…

Shadow's Kiss
This holiday season, two of today’s most popular paranormal authors invite you into their
worlds—where creatures are always stirring . . . and no one sleeps through the night.

One Foot in the Grave
It should be the best time of half-vampire Cat Crawfield's life. With her undead lover Bones at her side,
she's successfully protected mortals from the rogue undead. But though Cat's worn disguise after disguise
to keep her true identity a secret from the brazen bloodsuckers, her cover has finally been blown, placing
her in terrible danger. And if that wasn't enough, a woman from Bones' past is determined to bury him
once and for all. Caught in the crosshairs of a vengeful vamp yet determined to help Bones stop a lethal
magic from being unleashed, Cat's about to learn the true meaning of bad blood. And the tricks she's
learnt as a special agent won't help her here. She's going to have to fully embrace her vampire instincts if
she's going to save herself - and Bones - from a fate worse than the grave.

Wicked Like a Wildfire
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The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Sinner brings another hot adventure of true love and
ultimate sacrifice in the Black Dagger Brotherhood world. The location of the glymera’s notorious
prison camp was lost after the raids. When a freak accident provides Nyx clues to where her sister may
still be doing time, she becomes determined to find the secret subterranean labyrinth. Embarking on a
journey under the earth, she learns a terrible truth—and meets a male who changes everything, forever.
The Jackal has been in the camp for so long he cannot recall anything of the freedom he once knew.
Trapped by circumstances out of his control, he helps Nyx because he cannot help himself. After she
discovers what happened to her sister, getting her back out becomes a deadly mission for them both.
United by a passion they can’t deny, they work together on an escape plan for Nyx—even though their
destiny is to be forever apart. And as the Black Dagger Brotherhood is called upon for help, and Rhage
discovers he has a half-brother who’s falsely imprisoned, a devious warden plots the deaths of them
all…even the Brothers.

Twice Tempted
Loki wants to end the world Only immortal Vikings can stop himif she can cure them Scott Brisbane has
been in love with immortal Viking healer Irja Vainio for years, but as a human, let his fear hold him
back. Now that Scott has finally earned his place with the tribe whose king his sister married, there's
nothing standing in the way of his true feelings. But Irja knows that getting close to someone is a death
sentence When the Viking warriors start falling into comas one by one, Irja is desperate to stop the illness
from spreading. Without a cure, she'll have to rely on magic she hasn't used for centuries--magic that
taught her to never let anyone get close. When the evil god Loki offers her the cure, it comes with a steep
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price that could cost Irja and Scott everything Viking Warriors Series: Viking Warrior Rising (Book 1)
Viking Warrior Rebel (Book 2) Loki Ascending (Book 3) Readers love Asa Maria Bradley's Viking
Warriors! "Bradley is a new force to be reckoned with! Move over Highlandersthe Vikings are
coming!"--REBECCA ZANETTI, New York Timesbestseller "The romance is sizzling, the battle scenes
top-notch, and the characters intriguing."--Booklistfor Viking Warrior Rebel

At Grave's End
Blake Turner had it all—until a demon decided to take residence in his soul. Plagued with constant black
outs and a trail of dead bodies in his wake, Blake thinks vampire Elise is his best chance at ending the
nightmare. It’s just too bad he’s fallen in love with the gorgeous vamp right before he has to die…
Featuring characters from New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world.
(Originally appeared in Four Dukes and a Devil anthology)

Kindling the Moon
#1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward is heating things up this winter with a holiday novel
featuring some of her most iconic Black Dagger Brothers. Featuring one of the Black Dagger
Brotherhood’s most iconic couples, Blay and Qhuinn find themselves looking forward to their official
mating ceremony. When tragedy strikes just before the happy event, all hope seems lost—and everyone
in the Black Dagger Brotherhood rallies around the two of them. Will a freak winter storm bring the
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unthinkable, or will a warm heart in winter ensure that true love is not lost?

This Side of the Grave
A new standalone novel in the Brooklyn Bruisers world! Sometimes lady luck shakes your hand, and
sometimes she smacks your face. Sometimes she does both on the same day. Three years ago I met the
most amazing girl in the world. We were both down on our luck. Then I got that call—the one that tells
you to get your buns on a plane to go meet your destiny. But the girl was left behind. I didn’t have her
phone number, and she didn’t know my real name. While I became a professional hockey player, she
became a superstar, with platinum records and legions of fans. And a slick, music producer boyfriend
who treated her badly. But fate wasn’t done with us yet. When Delilah turns up at a hockey game, I
can’t resist making contact. The internet swoons when I ask her out on a date. She might not
remember me. But her jerkface ex does. He’ll do anything to keep us apart. Good thing athletes never
give up. This time I’m playing to win. Be still my heart! Silas is book boyfriend PERFECTION. This
one has everything you'll love in a swoony romance--a sweet, but take charge hero, a determined
heroine and a lovable cast of side characters. New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan Sarina
Bowen’s hockey romances books can be read together or separately: BROOKLYNAIRE
OVERNIGHT SENSATION SUPERFAN ROOKIE MOVE HARD HITTER PIPE DREAMS
BOUNTIFUL THE YEAR WE FELL DOWN THE YEAR WE HID AWAY THE FIFTEENTH
MINUTE HIM US GOOD BOY STAY Don’t miss Sarina’s other romances, including the USA
Today bestselling True North series: BITTERSWEET STEADFAST KEEPSAKE BOUNTIFUL
SPEAKEASY FIREWORKS _______________ For fans of: Helena Hunting, Elle Kennedy, Catherine
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Gayle, Avon Gale, Toni Aleo, Kristen Callihan, LJ Shen, Mona Kasten, Corinne Michaels, Jana Aston,
Karina Halle, Meghan March, Jay Crownover, Anna Todd, Geneva Lee, Audrey Carlan, Jill Shalvis,
Suzanne Brockmann, Helen Hoang, Christina Lauren, Kristan Higgins, Sally Thorne, Penelope Sky, Vi
Keeland, Penelope Ward, Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, Maisey Yates, Elle Kennedy, Lauren
Blakely, Susan Mallery, Penny Reid, Julia Kent, Kelly Jamieson, Melanie Harlow, Carrie Ann Ryan,
Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Ryan, Ilsa Madden Mills, Nana Malone, Helen Hardt, Penelope Skye, Jasinda
Wilder, Melissa Foster, E.L. James. Keywords: hockey romance, hockey novel, sports romance,
Brooklyn, hockey, workplace, office romance, billionaires, New York City, urban romance, forbidden
romance, alpha male, genius, alpha billionaire romance, sexy billionaires, hot billionaires, rock star,
second chance, missed connections, sports hero, hockey star, second chance romance, super fan,
superfan, rock star romance, professional hockey, hockey players.

Twice Tempted
In this dazzling, sensual novel, Dianne Duvall beckons readers into a world of vampires, immortals, and
humans with extraordinary gifts. . .where passion can last forever, if you're willing to pay the price. . .
Once, Sarah Bingham's biggest challenge was making her students pay attention in class. Now, after
rescuing a wounded stranger, she's landed in the middle of a battle between corrupt vampires and
powerful immortals who also need blood to survive. Roland Warbrook is the most compelling man
Sarah has ever laid hands on. But his desire for her is mingled with a hunger he can barely control. . . In
his nine centuries of immortal existence, no woman has tempted Roland as much as Sarah. But asking
her to love him is impossible--when it means forfeiting the world she's always known, and the life he
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would do anything to protect. . . "These dark, kick-ass guardians can protect me any day!"--Alexandra
Ivy

The Rakess
It takes a fearless woman to love the most scandalous man alive in New York Times Bestselling Author
Jennifer L. Armentrout’s breathtaking novel Even a ghost hunter like Rosie Herpin couldn’t have
foreseen the fateful meeting between two mourners that has brought her so intimately close to the
notorious and seductive Devlin de Vincent. Everyone in New Orleans knows he’s heir to a dark family
curse that both frightens and enthralls. To the locals, Devlin is the devil. To Rosie, he’s a man who’s
stoking her wildest fantasies. When a brutal attack on her friend is linked to the de Vincents, he becomes
a mystery she may be risking her life to solve. Devlin knows what he wants from this sexy and
adventurous woman. But what does Rosie want from him? It’s a question that becomes more
pressing—and more dangerous—when he suspects her of prying into the shadows of his past. Now, the
legends surrounding the de Vincents may not be myths at all. But if she’s to discover the truth, she
must follow them straight into the arms of the man she can’t resist—the handsome devil himself.

A Warm Heart in Winter
'Kresley Cole knows what paranormal romance readers crave and superbly delivers on every page'
Single Titles on Kiss of a Demon King From No. 1 New York Times bestselling authorKresley Cole
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comes this highly anticipated romantic adventure that bridges the world of the Dacians to her “fresh
and enthralling” (RT Book Reviews) Immortals After Dark series. Overprotected vampire princess
Kosmina 'Mina' Daciano – part merciless swordswoman/part bashful, awkward damsel – has never
been allowed to venture from her antiquated and isolated home realm of Dacia. But Lothaire, the halfmad king, overrules Mina’s older brother and uncles and dispatches her out into the mortal world,
reasoning that she’ll either 'broaden her horizons or die. As nature intended.' If the shy Mina can
survive life outside of a sun-protected vampire kingdom, where blood is always on tap, will she be able to
navigate a modern-day relationship with a ruthless warrior hero? For fans of Charlaine Harris and
Nalini Singh, Shadow's Kiss is the sizzling new installment in the Immortals After Dark series. ~Readers
love Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark books~ 'One of the best paranormal series available'
Examiner.com 'It is always a pure pleasure to dive into an installment of Cole’s amazing Immortals
After Dark series' RT Book Reviews 'What’s so amazing about this series is that it’s the perfect blend
of humor, action, and romance' Paranormal Librarian 'Kresley Cole hits another one out of the park'
Anna's Book Blog 'Phenomenally awesome!' Love Vampires

Return of the Highlander
“Lush. Delicious. Bewildering. And darkly magical. Popovic has created a world that you tumble into
from the very first words and wish you could stay in forever.” —Evelyn Skye, author of The Crown's
Game “Wicked Like a Wildfire was like devouring a succulent fairy fruit—it will rob your time, settle
into your dreams, and leave you starving for more.” —Roshani Chokshi, New York Times bestselling
author of The Star-Touched Queen Fans of Holly Black and Leigh Bardugo will be bewitched by Lana
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Popovic's debut YA fantasy novel about a bargain that binds the fates—and hearts—of twin sisters to a
force larger than life. All the women in Iris and Malina’s family have the unique magical ability or
“gleam” to manipulate beauty. Iris sees flowers as fractals and turns her kaleidoscope visions into
glasswork, while Malina interprets moods as music. But their mother has strict rules to keep their gifts a
secret, even in their secluded sea-side town. Iris and Malina are not allowed to share their magic with
anyone, and above all, they are forbidden from falling in love. But when their mother is mysteriously
attacked, the sisters will have to unearth the truth behind the quiet lives their mother has built for them.
They will discover a wicked curse that haunts their family line—but will they find that the very magic
that bonds them together is destined to tear them apart forever? Wicked Like a Wildfire is the first in a
two-book series. Readers will be rapt with anticipation for the sequel.

Poison Promise
Her deadly dreams leave her in grave danger Since half-vampire Cat Crawfield and her undead lover
Bones met six years ago, they've fought against the rogue undead, battled a vengeful Master vampire,
and pledged their devotion with a blood bond. Now it's time for a vacation. But their hopes for a perfect
Paris holiday are dashed when Cat awakes one night in terror. She's having visions of a vampire named
Gregor who's more powerful than Bones and has ties to her past that even Cat herself didn't know
about. Gregor believes Cat is his and he won't stop until he has her. As the battle begins between the
vamp who haunts her nightmares and the one who holds her heart, only Cat can break Gregor's hold
over her. She'll need all the power she can summon in order to bring down the baddest bloodsucker
she's ever faced . . . even if getting that power will result in an early grave.
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Any Luck at All
One of EW's 20 Must-Reads for April and an Amazon Best Romance of May! Meet the SOCIETY OF
SIRENS--three radical, libertine ladies determined to weaponize their scandalous reputations to fight for
justice and the love they deserve She's a Rakess on a quest for women's rights Seraphina Arden's
passions include equality, amorous affairs, and wild, wine-soaked nights. To raise funds for her cause,
she's set to publish explosive memoirs exposing the powerful man who ruined her. Her ideals are her
purpose, her friends are her family, and her paramours are forbidden to linger in the morning. He's not
looking for a summer lover Adam Anderson is a wholesome, handsome, widowed Scottish architect,
with two young children, a business to protect, and an aversion to scandal. He could never, ever afford
to fall for Seraphina. But her indecent proposal--one month, no strings, no future--proves too tempting
for a man who strains to keep his passions buried with the losses of his past. But one night changes
everything What began as a fling soon forces them to confront painful secrets--and yearnings they
thought they'd never have again. But when Seraphina discovers Adam's future depends on the man she's
about to destroy, she must decide what to protect her desire for justice, or her heart.

The Draculia Vampire Trilogy
What is this world he has awoken into—where metal "monsters" roar down smooth stone paths and
people parade in unfamiliar costumes? Where is the home that once stood on this pile of ancient rubble?
And who is this woman who sees him when no one else can . . . and who stirs the fire in his soul? Her
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research into the legend of a notorious 18th-century Highland chieftan has brought Arabella Ryan to
Scotland's storm-swept Loch Fasail. And now the Black Maclean himself has invaded her dreams. The
sensuous caress of her mysterious "ghost lover" is no mere fantasy, lifting Bella to heights of ecstasy she
never imagined existed. But fate has a reason for bringing them together across the centuries—a perilous
mission that could change history as it tests the power of their desire and their love.

Darkness Dawns
In "The nymph king," nymph king Valerian fights to win human Shaye after taking her prisoner in his
underwater kingdom, and in "The beautiful ashes," Ivy teams up with the unreliable Adrian to rescue
her sister from a demon realm.

The Jackal
Bound by Flames
**Also published under the titles The Vampire Narcise and Lucifer's Warrior** "Dark and decadent,
sultry and seductive, Colleen Gleason's sexy Draculia series will hold you in its thrall!" -Lara Adrian
"Count on Colleen Gleason for a scorching page-turner!" -Jeaniene Frost "In a world where every third
title seems to be a vampire story, it's a pleasure to come across a series that's as unique as Colleen
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Gleason's. Fresh, unique, sassy, and fun, Gleason's Draculia trilogy is one of a kindA must-have addition
to the bookshelves of vamp enthusiasts everywhere." -Maggie Shayne 19th Century London: Proper
gentlemen, corsets, ballgownsand vampires The Dracule woman Narcise has been trained as a warrior,
enslaved by her brother Cezar-the most dangerous and evil of all Dracule vampires-to provide
entertainment for himself and his cronies. When she loses one of her gladiator-type battles, her
opponent's prize is the use of her body for the night. It is no wonder Narcise cannot trust a maneven
Giordan Cale, the handsome vampire who vows to free her from her brother's captivity. But his promise
is followed by a deep, shocking betrayal-destroying her heart and trust forever. Yet, Narcise finds a new
savior in vampire hunter Chas Woodmore. He wants her, he worships herhe will kill for her. But when a
soul is in danger, and the only hope is to risk one's heart or lose freedom forever, can someone like
Narcise learn to trust again? And when Cezar is determined to move heaven and earth to destroy the
men who love her, who will walk awayand who will be forever damned? DRACULIA TRILOGY
READING ORDER: The Vampire Voss The Vampire Dimitri The Vampire Narcise Also related:
Roaring Midnight (Macey Gardella #1)

Dark Vixen
She might be wishing for the wrong kind of luck. ***Standalone romance with a HEA*** Georgie
Buchanan doesn’t know the first thing about running a brewery—she doesn’t even like beer—so
she’s out of her element when she and her siblings inherit their grandfather’s money pit. Her one
hope for success lies with River Reeves, the handsome brewmaster who learned at her grandfather’s
feetif she can avoid falling for him. River Reeves is having a rough week. Not only did he lose his friend
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and mentor, Beau Buchanan, but he’s just been betrayed by his former best friend and business
partner. Still, things seem to improve when Georgie offers him his dream job—turning around
Buchanan Brewery. Great right? There’s one problem: his new boss is his dream woman, and she’s
not the type to mix business and pleasure.

Loki Ascending
“First Drop of Crimson is a passionate and tantalizing tale, filled with dark sensuality and fast-paced
action. The lead couple is irresistible—a gutsy heroine to cheer for and a smoldering hero to die for. An
unforgettable story!” —Kresley Cole, New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost is back with
the first book of a sexy spinoff from her USA Today and New York Times bestselling Night Huntress
series. In this electrifying novel, the spotlight shines on her popular characters Bones’ and Cat’s
closest confidantes – and one woman will come close to the dark side of desire as she places her trust in
a vampire who could prove to be her salvation…or her downfall. The winner of multiple
awards—including a Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award for Best Urban Fantasy and a
Romance Reviewers Today Best Paranormal Award—Jeaniene Frost has received the Romantic Times
Top Pick rating four times in a row…not to mention unqualified raves from critics, peers, and
discriminating fans of paranormal romance.

Emerald Blaze
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Half-vampire Catherine Crawfield is going after the undead with a vengeance, hoping that one of those
deadbeats is her father - the guy responsible for ruining her mother's life. But when she's captured by
Bones, a bounty hunter and a vampire, she finds herself forced into an unholy partnership. In exchange
for his help in finding her father, and still astonished she hasn't ended up as his dinner, Cat agrees to
train with the sexy night stalker until her battle reflexes are as sharp as his fangs. But that's not all Bones
has to show her - Cat's starting to believe maybe vampires aren't all evil after all, especially ones as cute
as Bones. She's half-convinced that being half-dead doesn't have to be all bad. But before she can enjoy
her newfound status as confident kick-ass demon hunter Cat finds herself, and Bones, hotly pursued by a
band of killers. She's is going to have to pick a side - and fast

Superfan
There's always one more grave to dig Lately, life has been unnaturally calm for vampires Cat Crawfield
and her husband, Bones. They should have known better than to relax their guard, because a shocking
revelation sends them back into action to stop an all-out war . . . A rogue CIA agent is involved in
horrifying secret activities that threaten to raise tensions between humans and the undead to dangerous
heights. Now Cat and Bones are in a race against time to save their friends from a fate worse than death
. . . because the more secrets they unravel, the deadlier the consequences. And if they fail, their
lives—and those of everyone they hold dear—will be hovering on the edge of the grave.

Once Burned
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Half-vampire Cat Crawfield is now Special Agent Cat Crawfield, working for the government to rid the
world of the rogue undead. She's still using everything Bones, her sexy and dangerous ex, taught her, but
when Cat is targeted for assassination, the only man who can help her is the vampire she left behind.
Being around Bones awakens all her emotions, from the adrenaline rush of slaying vamps together, side
by side, to the reckless passion that consumed them. But having a price on her head - wanted: dead or
half-alive - means her survival depends on teaming up with Bones. And no matter how hard Cat tries to
keep things professional between them, she'll find that desire lasts forever and Bones won't let her get
away again.

Wicked Bite
Meet Arcadia Bell: bartender, renegade magician, fugitive from the law. . . . Being the spawn of two
infamous occultists (and alleged murderers) isn’t easy, but freewheeling magician Arcadia “Cady”
Bell knows how to make the best of a crummy situation. After hiding out for seven years, she’s carved
an incognito niche for herself slinging drinks at the demon-friendly Tambuku Tiki Lounge. But she
receives an ultimatum when unexpected surveillance footage of her notorious parents surfaces: either
prove their innocence or surrender herself. Unfortunately, the only witness to the crimes was an elusive
thyric demon, and Cady has no idea how to find it. She teams up with Lon Butler, an enigmatic
demonologist with a special talent for sexual spells and an arcane library of priceless stolen grimoires.
Their research soon escalates into a storm of conflict involving missing police evidence, the decadent
Hellfire Club, a ruthless bounty hunter, and a powerful occult society that operates way outside the law.
If Cady can’t clear her family name soon, she’ll be forced to sacrifice her own life . . . and no amount
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of running will save her this time.

Spellbook of the Lost and Found
The climactic third novel in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost's Night Prince series
finds Vlad and his newly turned bride, Leila, at odds with each other—and vulnerable to the one
vampire powerful enough to end the Dark Prince's reign . . . Play with fire, pay the price Leila's years on
the carnie circuit were certainly an education. What she didn't learn: how to be a vampire, or how to be
married to the most famous vampire of them all. Adjusting to both has Leila teetering on a knife edge
between passion and peril, and now the real danger is about to begin . . . Vlad must battle with a
centuries-old enemy whose reach stretches across continents and whose strength equals his own. It isn't
like Vlad to feel fear, but he does . . . for Leila, because his enemy knows she is Vlad's greatest weakness.
As friend and foe alike align against him—and his overprotectiveness drives Leila away—Vlad's love for
his new bride could be the very thing that dooms them both . . .

Wicked All Night
In this thrilling new Night Rebel series set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night
Huntress world, sexy and ruthless vampire Ian finally meets his match! The Rule Breaker Master
vampire Ian is unrepentant, shameless…and every shade of wicked. He’s made one too many enemies
in his two centuries of existence, including Dagon, a demon who now lays claim to his soul. Ian’s only
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chance to escape Dagon is to join forces with a Law Guardian, but he's never been able to abide by the
rules for long. The Law Maker Veritas’ normal role is police, judge, and jury to reprobates like Ian.
But she has her own ax to grind with Dagon, so if she can use Ian as baitwell, all’s fair in law and war.
As they scour supernatural hotspots to perfect their trap, Veritas soon realizes Ian’s carefully cultivated,
devil-may-care roguish image hides something much more powerful. And Ian discovers Veritas has
shocking secrets of her own. As they’re drawn to each other with a passion as intense as their peril,
either love or justice will prevail. But each will have devastating consequences.

One Grave at a Time
In the explosive finale to New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost’s Night Prince series, Vlad
is in danger of losing his bride to an enemy whose powers might prove greater than the Prince of
Vampires’ . . .In the wrong hands, love can be a deadly weapon For nearly six hundred years, Vlad
Tepesh cared for nothing, so he had nothing to lose. His brutal reputation ensured that all but the most
foolhardy stayed away. Now, falling in love with Leila has put him at the mercy of his passions. And one
adversary has found a devastating way to use Vlad’s new bride against him. A powerful spell links Leila
to the necromancer Mircea. If he suffers or dies, so does she. Magic is forbidden to vampires, so Vlad
and Leila enlist an unlikely guide as they search for a way to break the spell. But an ancient enemy lies in
wait, capable of turning Vlad and Leila’s closest friends against them . . . and finally tearing the lovers
apart forever.
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Forbidden Craving
For a limited time, and at a special price, discover Eternal Kiss of Darkness by New York Times
bestselling paranormal romance author Jeaniene Frost. Plus, receive the first three chapters of her new
Night Prince novel, Once Burned, available wherever books are sold June 26. In Eternal Kiss of
Darkness, after four thousand years among the undead, very little catches Master Vampire Mencheres
off guard. So when a petite but brave-hearted private investigator interrupts his fight with a gang of
ghouls, he's prepared to patch her up and erase her memory before sending her on her way. But the
bronze-haired beauty's mind is impenetrable, and the seasoned vamp may just be in for a surprise or two
. . . Kira Graceling long ago promised herself that she'd never again be a victim-and she'll do her best to
protect innocents around her. So when she dives head first into a brawl, and finds herself whisked away
by a startlingly handsome stranger, she makes it clear she won't be at anyone's mercy. Mencheres is also
no stranger to betrayal, and as sizzling tension ignites, will the millennia-old vampire and the world
weary officer finally learn to trust—or love—again?

Destined For an Early Grave
Danger waits on both sides of the grave. Half-vampire Cat Crawfield and her vampire husband Bones
have fought for their lives, as well as for their relationship. But just when they've triumphed over the
latest battle, Cat's new and unexpected abilities threaten to upset a long-standing balance . . . With the
mysterious disappearance of vampires, rumors abound that a species war is brewing. A zealot is inciting
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tensions between the vampires and ghouls, and if these two powerful groups clash, innocent mortals
could become collateral damage. Now Cat and Bones are forced to seek help from a dangerous
"ally"—the ghoul queen of New Orleans herself. But the price of her assistance may prove more
treacherous than even the threat of a supernatural war . . . to say nothing of the repercussions Cat never
imagined.

Into the Fire
*Previously published in Death’s Excellent Vacation anthology and Magic Graves collection. An
exciting novelette set in Jeaniene Frost’s Night Huntress world. A romantic getaway for vampires Cat
Crawfield and her husband Bones is cut short when they’re called on to guard a spoiled heiress with a
price on her head, and an undead hitman on her trail. What starts as a simple bodyguard job ends up
being a fight for survival that neither Cat, nor Bones saw coming. ''Frost delivers sexy, nonstop thrills.''
–Melissa Marr, New York Times bestselling author ''Frost's dazzling blend of urban fantasy action and
passionate relationships makes her a true phenomenon.'' –Romantic Times

Shades of Wicked
Wicked Hour
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“An author who delivers only the best.” —Romantic Times “Put Jeaniene Frost on your must-read
list!” —Lara Adrian, New York Times bestselling author Spinning off from her wildly successful, New
York Times bestselling Night Huntress novels featuring vampire soulmates Cat and Bones, Jeaniene
Frost kicks off the thrilling new Night Prince series with Once Burned. Vlad Tepesh, the ruthless master
vampire and inspiration for Bram Stoker’s dark legend (but don’t dare call him Dracula) encounters
a mortal woman with unimaginable power… including the ability to enflame his cold heart. Paranormal
romance and urban fantasy fans who hunger for the novels of Kim Harrison, Christine Feehan, and
Charlaine Harris are going to love The Night Prince and this dark and steamy tale of supernatural
attraction.

Reckoning
Ilona Andrews, #1 New York Times bestselling author, continues her spellbinding series set in the
Hidden Legacy world where magic controls everything…except the hearts of those who wield it. As
Prime magic users, Catalina Baylor and her sisters have extraordinary powers—powers their ruthless
grandmother would love to control. Catalina can earn her family some protection working as deputy to
the Warden of Texas, overseeing breaches of magic law in the state, but that has risks as well. When
House Baylor is under attack and monsters haunt her every step, Catalina is forced to rely on handsome,
dangerous Alessandro Sagredo, the Prime who crushed her heart. The nightmare that Alessandro has
fought since childhood has come roaring back to life, but now Catalina is under threat. Not even his
lifelong quest for revenge will stop him from keeping her safe, even if every battle could be his last.
Because Catalina won't rest until she stops the use of the illicit, power-granting serum that's tearing their
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world apart.

One for the Money
Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress World, ancient deities are
poised to wreck havoc, unless vampires Veritas and Ian can stop them in this thrilling Night Rebel novel!
Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress World, ancient deities are
poised to wreck havoc, unless vampires Veritas and Ian can stop them in this thrilling Night Rebel novel!
A gift from the gods Veritas and Ian have finally defeated their worst enemy, but the power it took to
pierce through to the netherworld has unexpected consequences. Soon, Veritas is forced to rely on the
last person she trusts---a golden deity named Phanes, who seeks far more than a temporary alliance with
the beautiful vampire. Can unleash hell But an escape from the netherworld soon pits Veritas and Ian
against supernatural beings seeking to rule over mortals once again. Now, they must rally friends and
foes alike--if the vampire council doesn't execute Veritas first. Plus, a wedge between Veritas and Ian
threatens to destroy their love. Can they stand together against the unearthly powers about to be
unleashed? Or does their love--and humanity--not stand a chance? --Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Moonlight Scandals
To help out her cop sister, Gin Blanco, the assassin known as the Spider, infiltrates a gang of Burnpushing thugs and discovers that behind the drug is a vicious vampire with a scientific eye for results and
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behind him is someone even more dangerous than her legendary nemesis, Mab Monroe. Original.

Eternal Kiss of Darkness with an Exclusive Excerpt
Dating the Prince of Darkness has its challenges . . . Leila's psychic abilities have been failing her, and
now she isn't sure what the future holds. If that weren't enough, her lover Vlad has been acting distant.
Though Leila is a mere mortal, she's also a modern woman who refuses to accept the cold shoulder
treatment forever—especially from the darkly handsome vampire who still won't admit that he loves her
. . . Like choosing between eternal love and a loveless eternity . . . Soon circumstances send Leila back to
the carnival circuit, where tragedy strikes. And when she finds herself in the crosshairs of a killer who
may be closer than she realizes, Leila must decide who to trust—the fiery vampire who arouses her
passions like no other or the tortured knight who longs to be more than a friend? With danger stalking
her every step of the way, all it takes is one wrong move to damn her for eternity . . .

Halfway to the Grave
The highly anticipated new book from the acclaimed author of The Accident Season is a gorgeous,
twisty story about things gone missing, things returned from the past, and a group of teenagers,
connected in ways they could never have imagined. One stormy Irish summer night, Olive and her best
friend, Rose, begin to lose things. It starts with simple items like hairclips and jewelry, but soon it's clear
that Rose has lost something much bigger, something she won't talk about, and Olive thinks her best
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friend is slipping away. Then seductive diary pages written by a girl named Laurel begin to appear all
over town. And Olive meets three mysterious strangers: Ivy, Hazel, and her twin brother, Rowan,
secretly squatting in an abandoned housing estate. The trio are wild and alluring, but they seem lost
too—and like Rose, they're holding tight to painful secrets. When they discover the spellbook, it changes
everything. Damp, tattered and ancient, it's full of hand-inked charms to conjure back things that have
been lost. And it just might be their chance to find what they each need to set everything back to rights.
Unless it's leading them toward things that were never meant to be found

The Bite Before Christmas
In the second pulse-pounding novel in the USA Today bestselling Heirs of Chicagoland series, vampire
Elisa Sullivan gets drawn into the shifting sands of Pack politics. Vampires were made, not born—until
Elisa Sullivan came along. As the only vampire child in existence, she grew up with a heavy legacy, and
tried to flee her past. Then circumstances drew her back to Chicago, and she stayed to keep it safe. With
shifter Connor Keene, the only son of Pack Apex Gabriel Keene, at her side, she faced down a
supernatural evil that threatened to destroy Chicago forever. After the dust from the attack has settled,
Elisa is surprised when Connor invites her to a usually private Pack event in the north woods of
Minnesota, and by the warm welcome she receives from some of Connor’s family, even though she's a
vampire. But the peace doesn't last. The shifters tell tales of a monster in the woods, and when the
celebration is marred by death, Elisa and Connor find themselves in the middle of a struggle for control
that forces Elisa to face her true self—fangs and all.
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Up From the Grave
How do you send a killer to the grave when he’s already dead? Having narrowly averted an
(under)World War, Cat Crawfield wants nothing more than a little downtime with her vampire husband,
Bones. Unfortunately, her gift from New Orleans’s voodoo queen just keeps on giving—leading to a
personal favor that sends them into battle once again, this time against a villainous spirit. Centuries ago,
Heinrich Kramer was a witch hunter. Now, every All Hallows Eve, he takes physical form to torture
innocent women before burning them alive. This year, however, a determined Cat and Bones must risk
all to send him back to the other side of eternity—forever. But one wrong step and they’ll be digging
their own graves.

First Drop of Crimson
In New Orleans, a pair of undead serial killers is about to turn Mardi Gras into a horror show—unless
the immortal hitman Bones can hunt them down first. From Jeaniene Frost comes a thrilling novella
featuring characters from her New York Times bestselling Night Huntress series. Originally appeared in
the anthology Unbound.
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